A DELTA EXCLUSIVE: NOBODY ELSE HAS ONE

The Delta 747 Private Penthouse.

A few steps above first class.
Now, for the first time on any airline... fourteen steps up a spiral staircase, on the upper deck of the largest airliner in the world, your private penthouse is ready for you. And a smiling stewardess, assigned personally to you, says welcome to a new world of flight.

Inside, around a coffee table, you find four wide deluxe seats that recline and swivel full circle. There's a two-place settee; there's deep carpet, soft lights, patina of rosewood and walnut, stereo sound. Here is luxury and privacy, like owning your own jet... without the upkeep.

The upper deck has its own lavatory, its own service bar and galley. And what a galley! At the dinner hours, you can summon a classic menu of Continental cuisine, or go exotic to other continents. The galley can produce a hunt breakfast, midnight snack or a long and leisurely luncheon. And the bar is stocked with a full range of drinks, with champagne and wine precisely iced.

In all, life takes on a pleasant upper level ambience, up there in your own private penthouse.

The Private Penthouse, located ahead of the wing and aft of the flight crew areas, is now available on all Delta 747s. Such as the nonstop between Chicago and Miami... or Los Angeles and Dallas and Atlanta.

This upper-deck soundproofed salon is superb for diplomats or business men, for public figures or families desiring the ultimate in privacy... or just for the sheer joy of convivial company flying along together in serene comfort.

Reservations and fare computations are quite simple. The Penthouse is reserved exclusively for you and your party; no others intrude. Charge is a minimum of five one-way fares at applicable rates for one to five persons, and six fares for maximum capacity of six. First Class Family Plan and Deluxe Night Coach rates apply, too.

While one person paying five fares could have the penthouse all alone, this is flight splendor best enjoyed with others. Three holiday-bound couples might happily share the Penthouse, for example. Or a group of business executives might confer in complete privacy at 40,000 feet.

The giant 747 superjet is now in use over the world. But a Private Penthouse is available only on Delta 747s. Be the first among your jet set friends to experience this ultimate in air travel!